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Purpose: The aim of this study was to assess carotid stiffening in a pre-hypertensive (PHT) 
population using ultrafast pulse wave velocity (ufPWV).
Methods: This study retrospectively enrolled 626 individuals who underwent clinical interviews, 
serum tests, and assessments of the systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic blood pressure (DBP), 
carotid intima-media thickness (cIMT), pulse wave velocity-beginning of systole (PWV-BS), and 
pulse wave velocity-end of systole (PWV-ES) between January 2017 and December 2021. The 
patients were divided into three groups according to their blood pressure (BP)—normal BP (NBP): 
SBP <130 mmHg and DBP <80 mmHg (n=215); PHT: 130 mmHg≤SBP<140 mmHg and/or 80 
mmHg≤DBP<90 mmHg (n=119); hypertensive (HT): SBP ≥140 mmHg and/or DBP ≥90 mmHg 
(n=292). Correlation analyses and comparisons were performed among the groups and in the 
cIMT subgroups (cIMT ≥0.050 cm and <0.050 cm).
Results: cIMT and PWV-ES significantly differed among the BP groups (P<0.05). The BP groups 
had similar PWV-BS when cIMT <0.050 cm or cIMT ≥0.050 cm (all P>0.05). However, the NBP 
group had a notably lower PWV-ES than the PHT (P<0.001 and P=0.024) and HT (all P<0.001) 
groups in both cIMT categories, while the PWV-ES in the PHT group were not significantly lower 
than in the HT group (all P>0.05).
Conclusion: Carotid morphological and biomechanical properties in the PHT group differed from 
those in the NBP group. ufPWV could be used for an early evaluation of carotid stiffening linked 
to pre-hypertension.

Keywords: Pre-hypertensive; Pulse wave velocity; Vascular stiffness; Carotid; Ultrafast ultrasound imaging
Key points: Pulse wave velocity-end of systole differs notably between hypertensive, pre-hypertensive 
and healthy individuals. Pre-hypertensive individuals have a higher carotid stiffness than healthy ones, 
even with normal carotid intima-media thickness. Ultrafast pulse wave velocity is a quantitative tool 
for early assessing of carotid stiffening caused by pre-hypertension.
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Introduction

Hypertension is the most common condition associated with 
cardiovascular disease (CVD; population attributable fraction of 
22.3%) and a known risk factor for mortality [1]. The prevalence of 
hypertension continues to rise in China, where the number of people 
with hypertension is expected to reach ~300 million by 2025 [2]. 
For decades, hypertension was defined as a baseline systolic blood 
pressure (SBP)/diastolic blood pressure (DBP) of at least 140/90 
mmHg [1]. While SBP of 130–139 mmHg and DBP of 80–89 mmHg 
were previously defined as "pre-hypertensive," they were redefined 
as stage I hypertension in the 2017 American College of Cardiology/
American Heart Association (ACC/AHA) guidelines [3]. The ACC/AHA 
guidelines recommend initiating antihypertensive therapy in patients 
with SBP ≥130 or DBP ≥80 mmHg to reduce the risk of CVD and 
cardiovascular events [4]. Indeed, several studies have shown that 
lowering the SBP to <130 mmHg reduces the risk of fatal outcomes 
such as myocardial infarction, stroke, and heart failure [5]. However, 
evidence based on several randomized controlled trials suggested 
that it was more beneficial to treat patients with office blood 
pressure (BP) ≥140/90 mmHg, leaving the definition of hypertension 
unchanged (office SBP ≥140 mmHg and/or DBP ≥90 mmHg) [6]. 
Moreover, some scholars speculated that the lower BP suggested 
in the 2017 ACC/AHA guidelines might lead to over-treatment [7]. 
Whether this "pre-hypertensive" stage differs from the normal and/
or hypertensive stage remains unclear, requiring further clarification 
of the characteristics of individuals with pre-hypertension. 

Atherogenesis is a key manifestation of target organ morphological 
damage, which commonly manifests as coronary heart disease 
leading to myocardial infarction, cerebrovascular disease leading 
to stroke and other complications, and biomechanical damage, 
which manifests as arteriosclerosis. The carotid intima-media 
thickness (cIMT), measured non-invasively by ultrasonography, 
is considered a morphological surrogate of early atherosclerosis. 
Studies have shown that elevated cIMT was associated with 
obesity, hypertension, and cardiovascular events [8,9]. However, 
due to the low spatial resolution of current vascular ultrasound 
probes, cIMT measurements include the intima and media layers 
together. However, the atherosclerosis process primarily involves 
the intima layer. Therefore, an increase in cIMT may be primarily 
due to medial hypertrophy caused by hypertension or aging rather 
than atherosclerosis-induced intimal hyperplasia [10]. According to 
current guidelines, risk assessment with cIMT for primary prevention 
is no longer recommended since research confirmed that the cIMT 
was inferior to the coronary artery calcification and ankle-brachial 
index in a medium- to high-risk cohort [11].

Carotid-femoral pulse wave velocity (cfPWV) correlates well 

with cardiovascular risk factors and mortality and is considered 
the gold standard for measuring arterial stiffness [12]. The 
European guidelines include cfPWV in the management of arterial 
hypertension [13], but its accuracy is limited by the error introduced 
by the distance and the timing algorithm used. Ultrafast pulse wave 
velocity (ufPWV) is a novel ultrafast ultrasonographic technique, 
which directly photographs (>2,000 frames/s) the propagation of 
the pulse wave to calculate pulse wave velocity in real time [14]. 
Unaffected by the evaluation error introduced by the distance 
between measurement points, ufPWV can more accurately 
characterize the biomechanical properties of the arterial wall and 
the effect of vascular aging or genetic defects [14]. Moreover, it is an 
effective and user-friendly alternative for carotid stiffness evaluation 
in normal individuals and those with relatively early atherosclerosis 
[15]. Studies have shown that pulse wave velocity-beginning of 
systole (PWV-BS) and pulse wave velocity-end of systole (PWV-
ES) measurements using the ufPWV technique were positively 
correlated with BP, possibly due to an increase in arterial stiffness 
linked to hypertension [16]. The authors’ previous studies have 
shown that ufPWV measurements were an independent predictor 
of atherosclerosis in patients with hypertension and that PWV-ES 
could quantitatively evaluate arterial stiffness in healthy individuals, 
even in those with normal cIMT [17,18]. However, no study has 
focused on arterial stiffness as quantified with ufPWV in the pre-
hypertensive (PHT) population.

Therefore, the aim of this study was to utilize the cIMT and ufPWV 
to assess the morphological and biomechanical properties of the 
carotid wall as evaluation of arteriosclerotic characteristics in a PHT 
population.

Materials and Methods

Compliance with Ethical Standards
This study was approved by the ethics committee of the Affiliated 
Hospital of Nanjing University of Chinese Medicine (2017NL-048-
02), and the methods were carried out in accordance with the 
Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from 
all patients.

Study Participants
This retrospective study included 1,278 consecutive patients who 
underwent clinical and laboratory examinations and simultaneous 
BP, cIMT, and ufPWV measurements on the same day between 
January 2017 and December 2021 at the Jiangsu Provincial Hospital 
of Chinese Medicine. Data on sex, age, body mass index (BMI), SBP, 
DBP, total cholesterol (TC), triglyceride (TG), high-density lipoprotein 
(HDL), low-density lipoprotein (LDL), fasting blood glucose (FBG), 
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hemoglobin (Hb), and creatinine (Cr) were collected. SBP 130–139 
mmHg and/or DBP 80–89 mmHg were defined as pre-hypertension 
for this study. The exclusion criteria included: (1) incomplete data 
(n=58); (2) invalid ufPWV measurements (n=31); (3) current smoker 
(n=224); (4) treatment with any antihypertensive medication within 
the last 6 months (n=51); (5) cardiovascular events within the 
last 6 months (n=21); (6) cancer (n=19); (7) FBG ≥7.0 mmol/L or 
diabetes (n=136); (8) renal dysfunction (n=49); and (9) dyslipidemia 
(n=63). Finally, the included 626 subjects were divided into three 
BP groups—the normal BP (NBP) group: SBP<130 mmHg and DBP 
<80 mmHg (n=215); the PHT group: SBP, 130–139 mmHg and/or 
DBP, 80–89 mmHg (n=119); and the hypertension (HT) group: SBP 
≥140 mmHg and/or DBP ≥90 mmHg (n=292) (Fig. 1). 

BP Measurements
BP measurements were performed using a regularly-calibrated 
Omron HEM-7132 electronic sphygmomanometer (Omron, Kyoto, 
Japan) according to standardized protocols and guidelines for 
diagnosing hypertension [3,6]. Briefly, patients were asked not 
to consume caffeine or exercise for 30 minutes and empty their 
bladder. They were then allowed to relax quietly on a chair for over 5 
minutes before the measurements were taken. Clothes that covered 

the cuffs were removed, the patients placed their arm on the table, 
and a properly-sized cuff (one that encircled 80% of the arm unless 
otherwise noted) was placed on the arm at the mid-sternum level, 
at the level of the heart, with the back and arm supported to avoid 
muscle contraction and isometric exercise-dependent BP increase. 
Three BP measurements were recorded 1–2 minutes apart, and 
additional measurements were performed if the first two readings 
differed by >10 mmHg. The average of the last two BP readings was 
recorded as the BP.

cIMT and ufPWV Measurements
Ultrasonographic measurements were performed by two physicians 
with over 15 years of experience to improve the accuracy. 
Measurements were made with an Aixplorer ultrasound system 
(SuperSonic Imagine, Aix-en-Provence, France), equipped with an 
SL10-2 probe (2-10 MHz), and operated in the vascular PWV 
mode. The patients rested supine with their heads tilted slightly 
backward in an extended position. The patients’ common carotid 
artery (CCA; including the CCA and the carotid bulb) was scanned 
along its long axis, visualizing the CCA anterior and posterior walls 
while avoiding plaque areas and venous structures. A clear and 
straight section of the posterior carotid artery wall was selected. 

Fig. 1. Flow diagram of the study cohort 
selection. 
This study enrolled 1,278 consecutive 
patients who underwent clinical and 
laboratory examinations and simultaneous 
BP, cIMT, and ufPWV measurements. After 
selecting based on the inclusion and 
exclusion criteria, the 626 included subjects 
were divided into three BP groups: normal 
BP (NBP, n=215), pre-hypertensive (PHT, 
n=119), and hypertensive (HT, n=292). BP, 
blood pressure; cIMT, carotid intima-media 
thickness; ufPWV, ultrafast pulse wave 
velocity; FBG, fasting blood glucose; SBP, 
systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood 
pressure.

1,278 Participants underwent ufPWV

1,189 (93.0%) Participants with available data 

626 (49.0%) Participant finally included

SBP <130 mmHg
and DBP <80 mmHg

215 Normal blood pressure 
(NBP) group

119 Pre-hypertensive 
(PHT) group 

292 Hypertensive
 (HT) group

130≤SBP<140 mmHg and/
or 80≤DBP<90 mmHg

58 Incomplete data 
31 Invalid ufPWV measurements 

224 Current smoking 
21 Cardiovascular events within last 6 

months
51 Any anti-hypertensive medication 

within last 6 months 
136 FBG ≥7.0 mmol/L or diabetes 

49 Renal dysfunction 
63 Dyslipidemia 
19 Cancer 

SBP ≥140 mmHg
and/or DBP ≥90 mmHg
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23.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Continuous variables are 
expressed as mean±standard deviation, and categorical variables 
are presented as numbers (percentages). One-way analysis of 
variance was used to compare continuous variables among the 
three groups, and the least significant difference test was used to 
compare pairs of groups. The chi-square test was used compared 
categorical variables among the three groups. Pearson correlation 
coefficients were used to analyze correlations between variables. 
Scatter plots and regression lines were used for correlation analyses 
between cIMT, PWV-BS, PWV-ES, and age. Multivariable stepwise 
linear analysis was performed to assess correlations of clinical 
characteristics and laboratory findings with PWV-BS and PWV-ES. 
The candidate variables in the multivariable analysis were age, sex, 
BMI, SBP, DBP, Hb, FBG, Cr, LDL, HDL, TG, and TC. Bar graphs were 
used to present the cIMT, PWV-BS, PWV-ES within each group, and 
a percentage stacked bar graph was used to show the proportion 
of cIMT among the BP groups. PWV-BS and PWV-ES among the 
cIMT subgroups and BP groups were compared using clustered 
bar graphs. To adjust the effect of age on carotid stiffening in the 
cohort, univariable and multivariable logistic analyses were used 
to calculate crude (ufPWV only) and adjusted (ufPWV and age) 
odds ratios with 95% confidence intervals. A P-value of <0.05 was 
considered statistically significant.

The width of the sampling frame at the region of interest (ROI) was 
1.0 cm. The Aixplorer cIMT automatic measuring system was used 
to avoid the traditional limitations of cIMT measurement (Fig. 2) 
[17,18]. The software automatically draws two white dashed lines 
to track the carotid wall and calculate the average cIMT value for 
the ROI. A coincidence rate of over 70% was taken as an effective 
measurement. The measurements were repeated three times to 
obtain an average cIMT value for each side, and the average of both 
mean cIMT values was used.

The ufPWV measurements also avoided plaque and venous 
structures. The subjects held their breath for 5 seconds. A single 
keystroke was used to automatically obtain a stable image. The 
yellow ROI box (3.0×3.0 cm) was moved until two red lines 
automatically tracked the anterior and posterior walls of the CCA 
[17,18]. The system automatically measured two values at the 
selected ROI, the PWV-BS and PWV-ES. A variance (Δ±) of ≤2.0 m/s 
in ufPWV was considered a valid measurement. Three valid ufPWV 
measurements were averaged, and the mean of the left and right 
CCA values was used as the final ufPWV. Satisfactory intra-operator 
reproducibility and inter-operator reproducibility of cIMT and ufPWV 
measurements were validated in the authors’ previous studies 
[17,18].

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics version 

Fig. 2. Protocols for the assessment of cIMT using ACAMS and carotid stiffness using ufPWV.
A. Measurement of cIMT was performed by using ACAMS. Utilizing ACAMS, a white ROI box was drawn at the posterior wall of the CCA; 
the intimal and medial lines of the CCA were automatically recorded with two dotted lines, and the mean cIMT of the ROI was obtained 
with a fit of 98%. B. PWV-BS and PWV-ES were measured by using ufPWV. Using ufPWV imaging, a yellow ROI box covered and a red line 
automatically tracked the anterior and posterior walls of the CCA. The PWV-BS and PWV-ES values were calculated in the ROI with Δ± ≤2.0 
m/s, respectively. cIMT, carotid intima-media thickness; ACAMS, Aixplorer cIMT automatic measuring system; ROI, region of interest; ufPWV, 
ultrafast pulse wave velocity; CCA, common carotid artery; PWV-BS, pulse wave velocity-beginning of systole; PWV-ES, pulse wave velocity-
end of systole.

A B
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Results

Clinical Characteristics
The general characteristics of the NBP, PHT, and HT groups are listed 
in Table 1. The groups were similar in the sex ratio, LDL, TC, and 
PWV-BS (P>0.05 for all). Significant differences were noted in age, 
BMI, SBP, DBP, FBG, Cr, cIMT, and PWV-ES (P<0.001 for all) and HDL 
(P=0.029), Hb (P=0.039), TG (P=0.005) (Table 1). 

Correlations between cIMT, PWV-BS, and PWV-ES and Age
cIMT (r=0.519, P<0.001), PWV-BS (r=0.280, P<0.001), and PWV-
ES (r=0.596, P<0.001) were positively correlated with age in all 

subjects (Fig. 3A–C). Group analyses showed that of these three 
variables, PWV-ES had the highest correlation with age in all three 
BP groups: NBP (r=0.689, P<0.001), PHT (r=0.564, P<0.001), 
and HT (r=0.445, P<0.001) (Table 2). Multivariable stepwise linear 
analysis showed that PWV-BS was associated with age (P <0.001, 
standardized coefficient [STC]=0.282), sex (P=0.030, STC=0.083) 
and FBG (P=0.035, STC=–0.081), while PWV-ES was associated 
with age (P<0.001, STC=0.568), SBP (P=0.017, STC=0.112), DBP 
(P=0.043, STC=0.092) and HDL (P=0.020, STC=–0.073) (Table 3). 
These results demonstrated that age was the only and dominant 
driver of both PWV-BS and PWV-ES in this cohort. Since age was 
notably distinct among the NBP, PHT and HT populations (Table 1), 

Table 1. General characteristics of the study population
NBP (n=215) PHT (n=119) HT (n=292) Total (n=626) P-value

Baseline characteristic

Age (year) 47.4±12.9 52.7±10.8 55.5±12.1 55.5±12.1 <0.001

Male (%) 80 (37.2) 58 (48.7) 133 (45.5) 271 (43.3) 0.071

BMI (kg/m2) 22.54±2.97 24.27±2.95 24.67±3.06 23.86±3.16 <0.001

SBP (mmHg) 114.0±9.2 130.8±5.7 138.6±16.9 128.7±17.0 <0.001

DBP (mmHg) 69.4±7.2 81.4±6.2 84.4±11.4 78.7±11.5 <0.001

Laboratory finding

Hb (g/L) 138.9±14.3 143.0±12.0 140.5±14.5 140.4±14.1 0.039

FBG (mmol/L) 5.04±0.69 5.30±0.70 5.32±0.84 5.22±0.78 <0.001

Cr (μmol/L) 65.8±13.9 67.3±13.6 72.0±16.4 69.0±15.3 <0.001

LDL (mmol/L) 2.65±0.79 2.85±0.69 2.75±0.90 2.74±0.83 0.100

HDL (mmol/L) 1.57±0.41 1.49±0.37 1.48±0.37 1.51±0.38 0.029

TG (mmol/L) 1.28±1.10 1.52±1.40 1.61±1.08 1.48±1.16 0.005

TC (mmol/L) 4.80±0.99 4.95±0.93 4.78±1.09 4.82±1.03 0.292

Ultrasonographic finding

cIMT (cm) 0.053±0.011 0.058±0.011 0.062±0.011 0.058±0.012 <0.001

PWV-BS (m/s) 5.84±1.16 5.85±1.29 5.99±1.19 5.91±1.20 0.286

PWV-ES (m/s) 7.25±1.64 8.32±1.81 8.93±1.73 8.24±1.87 <0.001
Values are presented as mean±standard deviation or number (%).
NBP, normal blood pressure; PHT, pre-hypertensive; HT, hypertensive; BMI, body mass index; SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; Hb, hemoglobin; FBG, 
fasting blood glucose; Cr, creatinine; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; HDL, high-density lipoprotein; TG, triglyceride; TC, total cholesterol; cIMT, carotid intima-media thickness; 
PWV-BS, pulse wave velocity-beginning of systole; PWV-ES, end-systole pulse wave velocity. 

Table 2. Analysis of the correlations between age and cIMT, PWV-BS, and PWV-ES in the NBP, PHT, and HT groups
NBP PHT HT Total

r P-value r P-value r P-value r P-value

cIMT (cm) 0.619 <0.001 0.397 <0.001 0.380 <0.001 0.519 <0.001

PWV-BS (m/s) 0.276 <0.001 0.301 0.001 0.269 <0.001 0.280 <0.001

PWV-ES (m/s) 0.689 <0.001 0.564 <0.001 0.445 <0.001 0.596 <0.001
cIMT, carotid intima-media thickness; PWV-BS, pulse wave velocity-beginning of systole; PWV-ES, end-systole pulse wave velocity; NBP, normal blood pressure; PHT, pre-
hypertensive; HT, hypertensive.
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the following comparisons of carotid stiffening between the groups 
were thereby adjusted for age.

Comparison of cIMT among the NBP, PHT, and HT Groups
The mean cIMT values in the NBP, PHT, and HT groups were 
0.053±0.011 cm, 0.058±0.011 cm, and 0.062±0.011 cm, 
respectively, with significant differences among them (P<0.001) 
(Table 1). Inter-group comparisons of cIMT showed significant 
differences between NBP and PHT (P<0.001), between NBP and 
HT (P<0.001), and between PHT and HT (P<0.001) (Fig. 4A). The 
percentage of patients with cIMT ≥0.050 cm increased from NBP 
(26.9%) to PHT (34.1%) to HT (50.0%), with significant differences 
among the groups (P<0.001) (Fig. 4B).

Comparison of PWV-BS and PWV-ES among the BP Groups
Similar PWV-BS values were found in the NBP, PHT, and HT groups, 

with cIMT <0.050 cm or ≥0.050 cm (Fig. 5A, C). However, PWV-
ES in the NBP group differed significantly from the PHT and HT 
groups (P<0.001 for both; P<0.001 for both adjusted for age), and 
PHT individuals had a notably lower PWV-ES than HT participants 
(P=0.002; P=0.017 adjusted for age) (Table 4, Fig. 5B). Furthermore, 
PWV-ES was significantly lower in the NBP group than in the PHT 
(P<0.001; P=0.030 adjusted for age) and HT (P<0.001; P<0.001 
adjusted for age) groups at cIMT <0.050 cm, and PWV-ES was also 
lower in the NBP group than in the PHT group (P=0.024; P=0.002 
adjusted for age) and HT (P<0.001; P<0.001 adjusted for age) at 
cIMT ≥ 0.050 cm, while those in the PHT group were not lower than 
in the HT group (cIMT <0.050 cm: P=0.134; P=0.063 adjusted for 
age; cIMT ≥0.050 cm: P=0.049; P=0.126 adjusted for age) (Table 4, 
Fig. 5D).

Fig. 3. Correlations between cIMT, PWV-BS, and PWV-ES and age.
Pearson’s correlation analysis (n=626) is shown between age and 
cIMT (r=0.519, P<0.001) (A), PWV-BS (r=0.280, P<0.001) (B), 
and PWV-ES (r=0.596, P<0.001) (C). cIMT, carotid intima-media 
thickness; PWV-BS, pulse wave velocity-beginning of systole; PWV-
ES, pulse wave velocity-end of systole.
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Discussion

The results of this study showed that the PHT population was 
distinctive, with remarkably distinct ufPWV values from healthy 
individuals and those with hypertension, even when the cIMT was 
normal and the results were adjusted for age. Furthermore, the 
present findings indicate that ufPWV could be used for quantitative 

evaluations of the carotid stiffness in the PHT population, and 
suggest that biomechanical alterations of atherosclerotic arteries 
might occur earlier than morphological alterations. The 2017 ACC/
AHA guidelines indicated that the prevalence of hypertension had 
increased observably, and a significant portion of adults taking 
antihypertensive medicines are recommended for more intensive 
BP reduction regimens [19]. However, multiple CVD studies have 

Table 3. Multivariable stepwise linear regression analysis for PWV-BS and PWV-ES in the total population
PWV-BS PWV-ES

Unstandardized
coefficient β (95% CI)

Standard 
error

Standardized 
coefficient

P-value
Unstandardized

coefficient β (95% CI)
Standard 

error
Standardized 

coefficient
P-value

Age (year) 0.027 (0.020 to 0.034) 0.004 0.282 <0.001 0.084 (0.074 to 0.094) 0.005 0.568 <0.001

Sex 0.202 (0.020 to 0.384) 0.093 0.083 0.030 –0.016 0.844

BMI (kg/m2) 0.032 0.903 0.052 0.861

SBP (mmHg) –0.004 0.898 0.012 (0.002 to 0.022) 0.005 0.112 0.017

DBP (mmHg) 0.011 0.931 0.015 (0.001 to 0.029) 0.007 0.092 0.043

Hb (g/L) 0.049 0.616 –0.033 0.887

FBG (mmol/L) –0.126 (–0.242 to –0.009) 0.059 –0.081 0.035 –0.046 0.940

Cr (μmol/L) 0.033 0.586 0.003 0.896

LDL (mmol/L) 0.002 0.959 0.003 0.962

HDL (mmol/L) 0.005 0.851 –0.357 (–0.658 to –0.055) 0.154 –0.073 0.020

TC (mmol/L) 0.008 0.948 –0.011 0.840

TG (mmol/L) –0.059 0.956 –0.030 0.841
Significant at P<0.05.
PWV-BS, pulse wave velocity-beginning of systole; PWV-ES, end-systole pulse wave velocity; CI, confidence interval; BMI, body mass index; SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, 
diastolic blood pressure; Hb, hemoglobin; FBG, fasting blood glucose; Cr, creatinine; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; HDL, high-density lipoprotein; TC, total cholesterol; TG, 
triglyceride.

Fig. 4. Comparison of cIMT among the BP groups.
A. Comparisons were made with cIMT among the NBP (n=215), PHT (n=119), and HT (n=292) groups. B. With the cutoff of 0.050 cm by 
using ACAMS, a comparison of the proportion of thickened cIMT was made among the NBP (n=215), PHT (n=119), and HT (n=292) groups. 
**P<0.01, ***P<0.001. cIMT, carotid intima-media thickness; BP, blood pressure; NBP, normal blood pressure; PHT, pre-hypertensive; HT, 
hypertensive; ACAMS, Aixplorer cIMT automatic measuring system.
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demonstrated that the risk reduction benefit of the target BP stated 
in the 2017 ACC/AHA guidelines (130/90 mmHg) was lower than 
the target in the Chinese hypertension guidelines (140/90 mmHg) 
[20]. Moreover, patients with diabetes or chronic kidney disease 
and people aged ≥60 years might not benefit from lower BP targets 
and, instead, experience dizziness and cognitive impairment [5,20]. 
Besides, a recent study in African-Caribbean males aged ≥65 years 
showed that arterial stiffness, quantified by brachial-ankle pulse 
wave velocity, was markedly higher in PHT individuals than in NBP 
individuals but indistinguishable from patients with HT [21]. The 
authors’ previous studies have shown that increases in PWV-ES 
assessed by ufPWV were consistently synchronized with age, even 
in a young population of 30–39 years old [18]. In summary, a PHT 
population exists and has different carotid stiffness measured by 
ufPWV from NBP individuals. The PHT group deserves more attention 
and specific hypertension management guidelines. Of course, more 
data and validation of this technique are needed before guidelines 
can be formulated.

Atherosclerosis is a life-long and multifactorial disease. 
Besides hypertension, aging is a key risk factor that could drive 
atherosclerosis development and progression [22,23]. Previous 
studies have shown that age and high BP were independently 
associated with the PWV, and measurements of cfPWV showed 
that age was an important predictor of aortic stiffening [24,25]. 

ufPWV is an effective, user-friendly alternative for assessing carotid 
stiffness at a relatively early atherosclerotic stage [15]. Consistent 
with this stance, the authors’ previous studies have shown that 
carotid stiffness, measured by ufPWV, was strongly correlated with 
age and that PWV-ES performed better than PWV-BS at assessing 
age-related atherosclerosis [18]. These findings are probably due to 
the following reasons [26,27]: (1) regional PWV-ES can technically 
be more accurately estimated than PWV-BS; (2) PWV-ES represents 
the arterial stiffness at the systole phase, which is more effective 
and sensitive to changes in arterial stiffness due to age and related 
diseases; and (3) early systolic expansion powered by left ventricular 
ejection might hinder the detection of minute differences in wall 
stiffness. This study showed that the standardized coefficients of age 
in the multivariable linear analyses of PWV-BS and PWV-ES were 
both notably higher than those of other cardiovascular risk factors, 
such as sex, SBP and DBP, indicating that aging was a dominant 
driver of carotid stiffening. Furthermore, PWV-ES in the PHT group 
was notably higher than in the normal-cIMT NBP group, indicating 
that ufPWV may be a promising tool for evaluating atherosclerosis 
progression in a younger population than has been previously done.

Carotid intima thickening is considered an early indicator 
of atherosclerosis and a target organ for damage caused by 
hypertension. The cIMT value of patients with hypertension is 
markedly higher than that in healthy volunteers [28–30]. Studies 

Table 4. Univariate and multivariable logistic regression analysis for PWV-BS and PWV-ES among the NBP, PHT, and HT groups in the 
total population and the cIMT subpopulations

Total (n=626) cIMT <0.050 cm subgroup (n=184) cIMT ≥0.050 cm subgroup (n=442)

Crude Adjusted by age Crude Adjusted by age Crude Adjusted by age

OR (95% CI) P-value OR (95% CI) P-value OR (95% CI) P-value OR (95% CI) P-value OR (95% CI) P-value OR (95% CI) P-value

NBP vs. PHT
    PWV-BS 1.01

(0.84–1.21)
0.952 0.90

(0.74–1.10)
0.317 1.15

(0.84–1.57)
0.389 0.86

(0.59–1.25)
0.435 0.96

(0.76–1.22)
0.754 0.99

(0.77–1.26)
0.911

    PWV-ES 1.42
(1.24–1.63)

<0.001 1.39
(1.17–1.66)

<0.001 1.58
(1.22–2.04)

<0.001 1.34
(1.01–1.83)

0.030 1.23
(1.03–1.47)

0.024 1.41
(1.13–1.75)

0.002

PHT vs. HT
    PWV-BS 1.11

(0.93–1.32)
0.269 1.05

(0.87–1.27)
0.599 0.86

(0.59–1.27)
0.455 0.87

(0.57–1.32)
0.511 1.20

(0.97–1.48)
0.097 1.17

(0.94–1.45)
0.174

    PWV-ES 1.23
(1.08–1.39)

0.002 1.20
(1.03–1.38)

0.017 1.22
(0.94–1.59)

0.134 1.33
(0.98–1.80)

0.063 1.16
(1.00–1.35)

0.049 1.14
(0.96–1.35)

0.126

NBP vs. HT 
    PWV-BS 1.12

(0.96–1.30)
0.144 0.96

(0.82–1.13)
0.637 0.98

(0.69–1.39)
0.905 0.82

(0.55–1.21)
0.320 1.15

(0.94–1.39)
0.167 1.14

(0.93–1.39)
0.219

    PWV-ES 1.83
(1.60–2.08)

<0.001 1.76
(1.51–2.05)

<0.001 2.01
(1.51–2.68)

<0.001 2.04
(1.44–2.87)

<0.001 1.46
(1.25–1.71)

<0.001 1.58
(1.32–1.89)

<0.001

All ORs were calculated with the NBP or PHT group as the reference (NBP vs. PHT was calculated with the NBP group as the reference). Crude: PWV-BS or PWV-ES only. 
Adjusted by age: PWV-BS+age or PWV-ES+age. Significant ORs at P<0.05.
PWV-BS, pulse wave velocity-beginning of systole; PWV-ES, end-systole pulse wave velocity; NBP, normal blood pressure; PHT, pre-hypertensive; HT, hypertensive; cIMT, carotid 
intima-media thickness; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval. 
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have shown that the carotid stiffness, measured by ufPWV, was 
positively correlated with cIMT [15,31]. The authors’ previous results 
demonstrated that cIMT and PWV-ES were higher in patients with 
hypertension than in healthy people, and changes in cIMT appeared 
to lag behind PWV-ES when measurements were made with ufPWV 
[18,32]. These previous findings also demonstrated that arterial 
stiffening was highly accelerated in the early stages and slowed 
down thereafter, seemingly reaching an upper limit [18]. This finding 
could explain the more apparent arterial stiffness differences in 
participants with normal cIMT (<0.050 cm) in this study, showing 
a unique ufPWV value when assessing early arteriosclerosis linked 
to pre-hypertension. This study showed that with an increase in 

BP, a larger proportion of the population had increased cIMT. The 
proportion of patients with increased cIMT when using ufPWV in the 
PHT group was prominently higher than in the NBP and HT groups, 
confirming that the arterial morphology and stiffness in the PHT 
population were distinctive. This finding agrees with the aim of the 
ACC/AHA guideline to merge prevention and treatment, proposing 
a goal for the category formerly accepted as pre-hypertension [3,7]. 
However, the question of whether intensive therapy is appropriate 
for the PHT population remains controversial, requiring further 
verification and validation in future studies.

There were some limitations to this study. First, there were 
considerably fewer patients in the PHT group than in the other 

Fig. 5. Comparison of PWV-BS and PWV-ES among the BP groups and the cIMT subgroups.
Comparisons were made with PWV-BS (A) and PWV-ES (B) among the NBP (n=215), PHT (n=119), and HT (n=292) groups in the 
total population, respectively. Comparisons were made with PWV-BS (C) and PWV-ES (D) among the NBP, PHT, and HT groups in the 
subpopulations with cIMT <0.050 cm and ≥0.050 cm, respectively. Comparison were made among three BP groups according to cIMT 
subgroups: ***P<0.001; Comparison between two BP groups with age-adjusted P-values: vs. NBP group with #P<0.05, ##P<0.01, 
###P<0.001; vs. PHT group with &P<0.05. PWV-BS, pulse wave velocity-beginning of systole; PWV-ES, pulse wave velocity-end of systole; BP, 
blood pressure; cIMT, carotid intima-media thickness; NBP, normal blood pressure; PHT, pre-hypertensive; HT, hypertensive.
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two groups due to its smaller range of BP. Second, patients with 
atherosclerosis often have multiple coexisting risk factors that 
simultaneously affect their disease progression. Therefore, it is 
usually difficult to control for all the confounding factors. Third, 
this was a retrospective study that did not screen patients through 
an age-matching process. Furthermore, atherosclerosis is a life-
long disease in which numerous factors play various roles. Some 
factors that might affect the cIMT and carotid stiffening were not 
considered in this retrospective study (e.g., perimenopause, family 
history, lifestyle, and work style). Fourth, the PWV-BS and PWV-ES 
were measurements representing the arterial stiffness, performed 
at two time points in the cardiac cycle rather than average values 
of the arteries of interest, so they may be lower than the values 
measured when using the cfPWV technology. Therefore, a larger 
sample in a multi-center prospective cohort study could further 
explore this approach in the future.

In conclusion, the cIMT (representing morphological) and carotid 
stiffness (representing biomechanical properties) of patients with 
PHT were distinctive from those in the NBP and HT groups. ufPWV 
may be used for the early evaluation of arteriosclerosis, which mainly 
occurs in the subendothelial space of medium-sized to large arteries 
at regions of disturbed blood flow or bifurcations and is linked to 
pre-hypertension.
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